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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Storm brewing over TopLineVote.com
Establishment Panicked by Wildfire Spread of Site
June 20, 2022 El Paso County, Colorado

Have you EVER seen the Republican establishment so panicked?
BREAKING: (seen on Signal)
M... P... I was poll watching this morning and questioned among other things the fact that they thought voters
could drop off as many votes as they wanted. I showed the judge in charge the Colorado law which they had
posted. She came back after about 15 minutes and told me that she had talked to Garden of the Gods and was
told the following … “we are not the police. We will not count all the votes someone brings in. If they have 10 or
more votes make them fill out the appropriate paperwork before they drop their ballots into the ballot box and
send the paperwork to the AG for investigation. I cannot confirm this but I’m sure it’s true. So, candidates be
aware! @Karl Dent @Ken DeGraaf (HD-22) @Summer @Vickie Tonkins (El Paso GOP) @Todd Watkins (Sheriff)
@Dr. Rae Ann Weber (Coroner) @Dave Williams (CD-5) @Lynda Zamora Wilson (SD-9)

You can go to TopLineVote.com, on the VOTE page, to find three links to places to report voter fraud.
You may ask, what IS the difference between establishment Republicans and the Patriot Republicans?
A TopLineVote.com whirlwind promoter wrote the Richard Randall show, saying, "The Patriots were
placed on the ballot at the top position by Delegates who were elected in their Precincts - in other
words, We the People. The establishment paid people who were not necessarily Republicans to
petition them on the ballot. Currently, the Patriots have volunteers walking precincts and the
establishment is paying people to walk Precincts and I believe also to remove signs because I have
seen it happening. The fundamental difference is the establishment is "pay to play" and the Patriots
are WE THE PEOPLE. I personally believe that experience in the private sector is more of a qualifying
factor than being a career politician."
For a brief history of the battle, first the establishment lost control of the El Paso County GOP office
when then-Secretary, Vickie Tonkins, was elected Chairman in October 2019 then re-elected on
February 6, 2021. Sheryl Glasgow was elected as Secretary.
(Historical note only. Tonkins is not involved with TopLineVote.com.)
Cutting extravagant costs, they moved the county office to 5145 Centennial Blvd.; what was left of the
office, that is. Somehow, the donor list and other crucial items had been removed when the
establishment vacated the place.
No problem. Parties don't need funding, right? YOU became the Life of the Party.

The July 2021 Lincoln Day Dinner almost floundered, with establishment money and players
boycotting it. Enter Rep. Marjorie Taylor Green as keynote speaker and it's a sellout.
Oh, but the list of who attended and who didn't - and why - is telling.
Ouch! The Vice Chair, Miller, didn't turn out to be as compatible as expected. Was there some
internal sabotage? Maybe debatable and maybe there was a reason why she wasn't elected as GOP
County Chair in October of 2019. Oops. Then a similar Vice Chair was elected and the era of neverending meetings ensued, prolonged by excessive (nonsensical?) debates and motions and objections,
oh my!
Still, Tonkins and her team of grassroots patriots persisted.
After the 2020 Election debacle, the trajectory of the Republicans should have been headed for 6-feet
underground.
What was that I heard? Caucus training at a church?!?!? Holy moly! It's reminiscent of our Founding
Fathers who gave us our Constitution of the United States and included the First Amendment, stating
that Congress shall make no law respecting the establishment of religion or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof . . .
Hoards of unwashed . . . scratch that. Hundreds of devoted Christians attended meetings at a church
(horrors!) for politicking!
Fervent Church, at 3337 N. Academy Blvd. and North Carefree Circle, opened their doors to allow the
formerly silent majority to step into the arena. They learned about Colorado's Caucus system
(precinct/neighborhood meetings) where delegates are elected, by their neighbors, to represent
them at the County, 5th Congressional District, and State Assemblies (bigger meetings). Delegates,
voting at these assemblies, determine who secures the Top Line on our June 28th Primary Ballots,
based on the percentage of votes received. (Fervent Church simply made the space available.)
So frightening was this movement that the established, entrenched, go-along-to-get-along Grand Old
Party mainstays . . . fled. They avoided the scrutiny, of involved patriots in the traditional assembly
process, by paying people to gather signatures, allowing them to petition onto the ballot's bottom
lines.
Doug Lamborn, the incumbent 5th Congressional Representative, watching from the back of the
assembly, held in a high school gymnasium, was nominated as a candidate for this election - and
REFUSED it. Kay Rendleman, presiding over the meeting, brushed off the idea that a sitting US House
Representative would want to subject himself to a vote of We the People. Perish the thought!
No, Lamborn, and so many of the entrenched elitists did what elitists do. They paid others to do the
work of getting petition signatures to buy a bottom-line slot on the June 28th Republican Primary
Ballot.
Enter TopLineVote.com. Yes, the Top Line on the ballot belongs to the winner of the highest
percentage of votes at their applicable assembly. Involved patriots took their own time to research
candidates, go through the process, and spent entire days at these assemblies.
This year, the powerhouse in the Arena was the grassroots, patriot movement and voters can learn
about these heroes, and their candidates, at TopLineVote.com. They can learn solutions and How to
Help Beat the Cheat.

Oh, right. Remember all of that talk about how the 2020 Election was stolen?
Just maybe Tina Peters was right. She's the gutsy Gold Star mom of a Navy
Seal, and the elected Clerk and Recorder of Mesa County, Colorado, currently
running for Colorado Secretary of State to ensure that our elections are
trustworthy. Oh, was it those panicked democrats who arranged to have her
arrested for "tampering" with their precious Dominion election machines?
And who further tormented her, her family, her friends, and her staff to quiet
the threat to their kingdom? See [S]election Code trailer.
Maybe that's not how it went. I'm sure that all this commotion couldn't be all from Peters deciding to
protect the will of the voters by making a copy of the results before Dominion waltzed in to do a
"routine" update on the county's voting machines after a contested election. Read reports here.
No, I'm sure that all of the controversy was due to one of those pesky conspiracy theories.
Yep, the saga of Donald J. Trump continues. He refuses to fade into the woodwork and become a relic
of history. For some reason, he is still holding huge rallies (sparsely covered in the mainstream
media), Rumble, TruthSocial, and Signal are exploding, Trump still dominates the grapevine (altmedia), and so many of us yearn for the prosperous economy he helped to build after that previous
president wrecked it - like Let's Go Brandon is wrecking it now.
You see, when a man like Donald J. Trump says he is draining the swamp, he does not do so idly.
Also called the Deep State, draining the swamp is NOT all democrats. It contains some "Republicans."
Yes, a storm is brewing over TopLineVote.com. Patriots are passing out
business cards by the thousands and painting TopLineVote.com on their
rear windows. The grassroots, revitalized silent majority is silent no more,
placing signs along roadways, only to find them "mysteriously" removed
(now, who would want to do that, I wonder?). And for some reason, the
signs of Constitutional, conservative, grassroots candidates are ALSO
missing, especially near polling locations. Hmmm.
Or, as House District 22 candidate Ken DeGraaf wrote, "Since it's illegal to tamper with the signs, they
seem to be prone to spontaneous disintegration."
No, I'm sure these signs couldn't have been removed by
people paid by the establishment candidates. And I'm sure
that life will soon return to "normal" after that crazy,
confusing, frustrating lockdown era we just endured.
But if you're mad as hell and wanting to not take it any
longer, wander on over to TopLineVote.com and see the
battle brewing.
Find out about the wildfire interest.
Learn how to be a part of the storm.
You can access candidate websites from the site as well as finding links to many resources.

And, hey. It's Barney-Approved.

Submitted by: Barney the Beagle, who knows that
it's best to protect his friends from potential harm.
No, we are not so naive as to think that a frantic,
panicked establishment is calmly going to allow this
wildfire interest to just continue on its way.

